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WHAT DO STUDENTS (DIS)LIKE ABOUT VIDEO CONFERENCES?
Nearly all students who joined video conferences with their class or group, liked them. The students
(or parents) whose teachers did not have any video conferences, were mostly negative, as they felt
they (their children) missed out. When asked what they liked (or didn’t like), this resulted in about 300
comments. The most important words have been distilled below.

A FEW STUDENT COMMENTS ABOUT VIDEO CONFERENCES:
“Little interaction is possible and I need that because I find it hard to listen, always the same ones are
talking, I find it boring.”
“

They kind of make me nervous but it’s fun.”

„The teachers can explain the exercises better.”
„Because it was nice to see my classmates and teacher again and to hear their voices. It felt like the
real classroom.”

“Good to get in contact with people in my situation.”
“It’s nice to see all your clasmates even if u dont really like them its just nice to have contact to the
outside world.”

“Singing with my teacher and class mates.”
“It's not really teaching, but rather checking on every student.”
“I liked them because I could see my class mates and teachers and ask them how they are and see them
smile”.

“I wanted more. I missed my class and I wanted to ask questions.”
11
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PROS AND CONS OF ONLINE LEARNING FOR STUDENTS
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STUDENTS WERE ASKED TO SHARE THEIR TIPS FOR ONLINE LEARNING

Many students who shared their tips for succesful online learning, mentioned
that a schedule helps them a great deal. The week plan from their class
teacher is divided up in daily schedules by the students. They mention that the
inclusion of breaks is important, to schedule both work and relaxation time,
to work online with a classmate – even if it is just to work quietly on the
same assignment. The structure of the Classwork in the online Classroom is
helpful, as are the deadlines – as long as there are not too many. Students
prefer it when all teachers post their materials on one day – for instance
Monday – and set the deadline until Sunday night rather than Friday.
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SOME STUDENT/PARENT COMMENTS FROM THE SURVEY
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BASIC GUIDELINES FOR ONLINE LEARNING MARCH/JUNE 2020
●

All ‘online’ teachers use Classroom to post and correct assignments

●

Class teachers / tutors check weekly whether the class workload is balanced.

●

No grading of work done at home during school closure. No graded online tests.

●

No grades, personal or sensitive data may be communicated via Classroom or Email; call or meet in
person.

●

Online learning in lower Primary requires more personal input from teaching team; select interactive
assignments, share self-checking resources, video tutorials and offer regular class or group video
conferences for the little ones.

●

Beware that Youtube has an age restriction (13), only share age-appropriate material.

●

Sofatutor or other software for which no school account has been acquired, may be purchased from the
Klassenkasse - if the majority of parents agree.

●

Use all online tools in accordance with the NMS Dataprotection guidelines.

CLASS TEACHERS/TUTORS:
All class teachers are expected to monitor the virtual Classroom every day, to:
○

post important dates and schedules

○

regularly answer student questions

○

check that weekly student workload is realistic (less is more)

○

contact a subject teacher if s/he has given too much work, set too many deadlines or are not regularly
present in Classroom (see expectations for subject teachers below)

○

At least once a week host a video conference for for the entire class (KG-Stunde)

SUBJECT TEACHERS:
Core subjects: Mathematics, German, English
●

Assignments broken up in smaller ‘chunks’

●

Weekly deadlines

●

Daily feedback and support

●

Offer daily times per class when you will be online

●

Host at least one video call per class, same time every week.

●

At least one exam, based on the minimum standards will be planned

●

Lessons for core subjects: based on minimum standards & will have a remedial focus (closing gaps)

●

One final exam will have to be taken in school and will be graded

●

Subject teachers provide regular support for their students (feedback on Classroom etc.) and actively
contact absent students. If students remain absent after repeated attempts to contact them, the subject
teacher informs the class teacher. Class teacher contacts parents.

Project Subjects: Science, SocS, Geography, Physics, Chemistry, History, Bio
●

●

one assigned project until the summer
○

handed in ‘live’ at school

○

graded

Only one deadline: end of May / early June

Other Subjects: Sports, Music, Art, Religion
●

No deadlines, report card grades can only be improved by participation

●

Posting of ideas and suggestions, through videos and other materials

●

If possible, lessons at school will be streamed via Classroom/Meet, to support students at home
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HOW TEACHERS CAN SUPPORT ONLINE STUDENTS
STRUCTURE:
•

Use weekly plans for basic structure

•

Host a all-class video conference regularly – one fixed date helps to structure the rest of the day for
students (class teaching teams; together or take turns).

•

Use the Classroom Stream as your virtual classroom:
o

Post personal messages and updates in the Classroom Stream.

o

Tidy up the Stream regularly

o

Explain that students should read the Stream before they ask a question, as it may have already
been posed.

o

Explain that they should post their comments and feedback in the class comments below each
question

•

Motivate students to collaborate online (introduce Google Docs and Slides)

•

Set fewer due dates: to support – not stress

•

Break down tasks into smaller chunks

•

Teach your students how to use Classroom, how to upload assignments

•

Set up a self-organised learning environment in the real classroom

•

Post assignments only on Monday morning (8 AM) (due date next Monday 8 AM)

•

Assignments can be scheduled beforehand

SOCIAL SUPPORT:
•

Be mindful that you may be excluding pupils as they might not have the technology or the space to be able
to access the resources. Don’t expect all students to be able to print materials at home.

•

If not daily for structure, at least schedule one weekly ‘social call’ video-conference with the class (KGR)

•

Encourage students to post problems and ideas in the Classroom Stream

•

Foster peer-to-peer support

•

•

o

Get student-student helplines in place

o

Encourage students to work on homework with a partner

Regularly reflect on online learning methods.
o

Some students meticulously follow the weekplan;

o

Other students work on Math from 10-12 and on another subject from 14-16

Actively contact and ‘chase’ students who are absent online. Inform class teacher and parents early on.

ACADEM IC SUPPO RT:
•

Provide Feedback regularly
o

Make notes inside uploaded assignments

o

Send student personal notes when work is done: it is easy to scroll from one student ‘inbox’ to
the next, simply using the arrows at the top.

•

•

Offer a variety of materials; a mix of offline and online assignments
o

Students appreciate interactive videos (e.g. Khan Academy)

o

Think outside the box, beyond the curriculum

Differentiation
o

Studens with special needs sign up for remedial lessons, using sign-up sheets that subject
teachers post in Classroom.

o

Create a special ‘topic’ in Classroom for Extra Help, where remedial and other extra support
lessons can be posted.
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Guidelines Video Conferencing and Virtual Lessons
Nelson Mandela School wants to ensure any use of online learning tools and systems is in line with
privacy and data protection/GDPR requirements.
•

NMS advises the use of Jitsi (advised by the Berlin Data Protection Officer) or Meet, as part of
the NMS platform GSuite. The Chrome Grid View extension allows a view of 20+ participants.

•

The students should only use pseudonymised accounts in Meet and Classroom (they can
adjust their name in their GSuite settings). School year 20/21 student receive anonymous
school accounts.

•

The teacher must be in the Meet for pupils to join. When finished a teacher needs to leave
Meet last otherwise the pupils in Meet can continue (unless this is intentional, for instance
when brainstorming for a project). Once teacher has left no pupils can get back in.

•

In the new school year parents will have to provide consent for the use of Meet and/or Jitsi.

Below are some things to consider when delivering virtual lessons with students, especially where
webcams and Jitsi/ Google Meet are involved:
1. Teachers arrange to videoconference with groups only (no 1-1)
2. Staff and children should wear suitable clothing during videoconferences
3. Any computers or laptops used should be in appropriate areas
4. Live classes should be kept to a reasonable length of time (max 60-90 minutes).
5. Staff should be aware of any children whose photograph is not allowed to be taken and
ensure parents consent to their child’s image on screen. If the parent or child does not want
the child to appear live they may turn off the camera in Meet. Subject teachers need to be
provided with this information by the class teachers. Parents and students will be asked for
their consent at the start of the school year – more information will follow in the Back to
School Days.
6. All participants should refrain from taking any screenshots, or otherwise taking pictures or
recording the session to safeguard and protect the children taking part, unless this is in
specific accordance with the pupils involved (and/or parents of younger students).
Screenshots or pictures of teacher presentations may be taken.
7. Participants should turn off microphones when taking part unless the teacher asks for them
to be turned on.
8. The chat tool should be used to ask the teacher questions and communicate with each other
in an appropriate manner.
9. The teacher should set protocols at the beginning of each session to address issues of
behaviour and feedback. Reminding students of turning off microphones, cameras and
being polite. Any follow up work should be completed and submitted in a timely manner.
10. There may be situations where a session will need to be recorded to aid revision or
assessment purposes. Students should be given the option to turn off their cameras.
19
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Guidelines recording a virtual lesson.
1. Sessions may be recorded for a number of reasons, but in all cases the parents or 18+
students must give their consent for any recording. If students do not want their image to be
displayed they may turn their camera off.

2. Some teachers may want to either stream or produce a webinar style session. In this case it
would be necessary to show the presenters screen and to broadcast their voice. An image is
not important so all those participating could and should leave cameras off and just have their
avatar showing.

3. Teachers may want to produce a video to help explain a concept or read a story. An image is
not important so all those participating could and should leave cameras off and just have their
avatar or initials showing. The video could be saved and then made available via a link to
Drive.

4. Should teachers want students to be able to access material to help them after the VC session
has ended, they should make a separate resource rather than record the full VC.

5. In some cases recording is necessary because the session might count towards coursework,
e.g. a presentation or seminar scenario. Consent should then be collected prior to the
session. Students could opt out of their image being shown by using their avatar.
Tips for Teachers
●

Make sure you enter the conference first.

●

Check the walls behind your head for posters/letters/photographs you might not want to show

●

Dress professionally

●

Conduct the VC in just as professional way as you would teach a lesson

●

Think about how you deal with pupils whose image shouldn’t be shared

●

For online class or KGR chats, try to have more than one member of staff in the conference so
you have somebody to monitor and help facilitate the chat function. (Ask educators to join in)

Information on how to record a Meet: https://support.google.com/meet/answer/9308681?hl=en
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„

COLLEGIAL TIPS (not guidelines) FROM THE TEACHER SURVEY :
“What did you do (differently), that helped improve the online learning process for your students?”
Ø

I restructure /shorten my tasks. Students don't read carefully, so tasks ("Aufgabenstellungen") have to be
short and to the point.

Ø

I wrote virtual letters to my flex students via parent emails.

Ø

I offered personal video conferences on Meet.

Ø

Kontinuierliche Kommunikation, nicht nur an Unterrichtstagen

Ø

Individuelle (aber sehr zeitintensive) Rückmeldungen zu abgegebenen HA, zusätzlich zu
Lösungsvorschlägen, die nach Ablauf der Abgabefrist hochgeladen wurden

Ø

Schnelles Feedback

Ø

Everything was online so the parents could see all of the work I had given and made sure that their child did
the work (Flex teacher)

Ø

I answered their questions many times during the day

Ø

Online meetings

Ø

Projektorientiertere Aufgaben, die nicht kleinschrittig abgefragt werden müssen

Ø

Used more youtube videos as tools for them to watch and answer questions about, rather than just reading
textbooks.

Ø

Da ich in den Klassen 1/2 unterrichte, waren es die Eltern, die ihren Kinder den Zugang zum Online-Lernen
ermöglicht haben. Es war auch zu bemerken, dass die Eltern im Lauf der drei Wochen immer sicherer und
mutiger im Umgang mit Google-Classroom und den anderen angebotenen Online-Plattformen (Antolin,
Anton) wurden. Ich habe den Eltern keine Anleitung gegeben. Learning by doing

Ø

Ich habe mit den Schülern gesprochen und wir haben gemeinsam Ziele festgelegt

Ø

try and make the assignments varied: voice recordings, life sessions, text work, video tutorials, making art at
home and sending photos for documentation

Ø

Answered ongoing questions concerning the task, Redefined the task so that it was clear, gave feedback
straight away to students who had turned in their assignments

Ø

I offered more special topic support via google meet - this helped the group of my students, that is eager to
learn.

Ø

Uploading solutions at the end of the assignment week

Ø

Touched base with every student on an individual basis

Ø

I offered several smaller help chats over the week. Not all would come, but they had a chance to get
support, if they needed it.

Ø

I was able to schedule assignments and keep track of what they have read or not read

Ø

Ich habe sie durch aufmunternde Briefe emotional gestärkt und ermuntert.

Ø

Adding video tutorials to explain contents, adding links to simulation tools for experiments

Ø

Wizer.me Amazing tool that lets you schedule tasks and is integrated with google classroom

Ø

Clear explanations, being available for questions/communication

Ø

Got regular feedback and offered more choice

Ø

Providing explanations by uploading recorded home-made videos with the phone to explain or answer
questions.

Ø

“

Having already used online platforms with the students helped. Having already spent time helping them to
self manage. Being easily available by email and video conferencing for managing arising issues.
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MORE COLLEGIAL TIPS
Ø

I made tasks easier for students to follow & complete.

Ø

I encourage students to share problems & ideas using classroom stream

Ø

I encouraged student interaction using the above

Ø

I give the kids the freedom to choose their exercises from a variety of different exercises with no expectation
to have it done, as I do not know what their individual situation or challenges at home would be like, so there
were no due dates. Also, this freedom of choice let them venture into their own area of interest, as my ideas
for projects for some kids triggered their own creativity and ideas, and they produced fantastic work on a
level, higher than I would have expected.

Ø

For me it is important that the kids are not only occupied and just get work from their teacher, but actually
do some meaningful learning, and sometimes this means that they will put their emphasis on a totally
different topic than the one offered by me. But that is totally ok, some kids feel stressed by the work and
speed in class and a break to slow down, occupy themselves with a topic of THEIR interest (not the teacher’s)
is good for them. It is also good to slow down and maybe just digest everything that went on in class before
the closure, so in the long run, this can help them to stay happy and mentally healthy. They will learn
different things, experience different things and grow by their experiences individually... but don’t we all
grow individually anyway?

Ø

Set tasks that were outside the curriculum, but relevant to the corona crisis.

Ø

Offering more optional assignments, enhancing success, allowing the students to work at their own speed

Ø

Ich habe Feedbacks gegeben, oder die Eltern per Mail angeschrieben, um zu helfen, (wenn ich zu wenig
Interaktion festgestellt habe).

Ø

Made daily assignments to structure work.

Ø

Exchange with students publicly or privately via the corresponding chat comment-function; editing of tasks
in respond to misunderstandings

Ø

Ich habe jede(n) SuS ermutigt, alle Antworten korrigiert und einzelne Feedbacks geschrieben.

Ø

Try to give smaller chunks of work, clear deadlines, meet online to talk about assignments, check in with
students about how they are coping with everything on their end, feedback is super helpful for students, but
killing me with the amount of time it takes

Ø

Try to structure my tasks more clearly. And one step at a time.

Ø

Less work than usual, no grading, no strict deadlines

Ø

Less workload, video tutorials

Ø

I believe many students liked the possibility to join video conferences.

Ø

Break up into chunks, give at least first answer/ sample answer.

Ø

Organized more digital assignments

Ø

Right now we are trying to organise tasks across subjects so that it appears more streamlined; this will
hopefully give the students a better overview, so they can plan what to do when during the course of a week
. We have feedback from parents that we can't expect students to be online a lot, or required to be online at
certain times - shared computers, parents working etc.

Ø

Changed the format of my week plans

Ø

I don't think I actually did anything better. I was simply happy to cope. The students had, generally speaking,
an enormous amount of homework so I gave long-term plans that they could do around more immediate
assignments.

Ø

I track student workload in a shared googledoc

“
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WHY NMS HAS OPTED FOR G-SUITE EDUCATION
NMS has been using G-Suite for Education since 2015, when the school had a new principal. Our staff
has since become familiar with Google Apps for Education and are working in line with the NMS
Dataprotection guidelines. On 13 March 2020 (when all schools had to close because of the Covid19
pandemic), NMS added Google Classroom as the learning management system of choice for the
school. Teachers received a basic online training and instructions by the IT Team, all parents were
informed via management & the GEV and were asked to sign up their children by means of
pseudonymised email addresses. Why Classroom instead of another LMS?
The following was taken into consideration:
1) NMS is aware of Google’s reputation where data is concerned and has therefore taken all
precautions to keep student data safe. According to the contract with NMS, Google complies with the
European General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR). More information here.
2) The Bundesministerium for Internet Safety (BSI) has acknowledged Google as one of the safest cloud
solutions in a recent security test report.
3) The only data shared on Classroom is schoolwork-related. No personal or sensitive data (including
grades) will be shared on G-Suite, including Classroom. This is also written in the NMS Dataprotection
Guidelines. NMS staff are reminded of the guidelines on a yearly basis and receive regular updates and
training.
4) In August 2020, the school will switch to the Enterprise version of Gsuite Education. Enterprise offers
even better protection and ensures all data only stays on servers in Europe.
During the summer holidays, when the online Classrooms are out of use, NMS will create fully
pseudonymised Classroom log-ins for all students, in accordance with existing LMS requirements from
the Berlin Datenschutzbeauftragte. Rheinland Pfalz has published clear recommendations, which is
what NMS is following with the new set-up in august 2020. Many EU- countries, recently including
Switzerland and Austria, have signed Rahmenverträge with G-Suite Education and explicitly mention
the Enterprise Version as a safe platform for schools.
5) NMS will request formal approval for the use of Classroom by the Datenschutzbeauftrage of Berlin.
6) Various LMS-systems have been checked in the past three years and not found practical for NMS.
* Lernraum Berlin: instable, not enough collaboration features, German, therefore not suitable for
international teachers and students. Update 15 June: Lernraum Berlin is not GDPR-approved.
* Edmodo – data protection breach in 2018
* ItsLearning – very expensive, works best with the integration of.... G-suite for Education.
* HPI Schulcloud: Betaversion only for selected schools (Brandenburg, not Berlin). Data breach in May
2020.
7) The NMS Online Learning Survey from April/May 2020 shows that Google Classroom has been easy
to set up and has been widely accepted by the NMS community. More information and feedback in
this Handbook. Classroom has allowed NMS teachers to make the basic switch from offline to online
learning within a mere three days.
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MOVING ON FROM ONLINE LEARNING
After six weeks of 100% online learning, some classes returned to school, starting with year 6, 9,
11 and 12. More classes followed later. All students were supposed to have gone to school at
some point or other, there has been social distancing, masks, disinfecting of rooms and hands –
teaching and learning was far from normal. The Senate declared in June that it will be business as
usual in the new school year 20/21. The pandemic is not over and we may have to return to online
learning at some point. Most teachers have discovered the advantages of blended learning. The
large majority is keen on continuing to work with Classroom, as it provides structure and
communication with the students. The students enjoy it as it structures the workload. In order to
move forward, NMS is professionalizing its use of G-Suite Education.

G-SUITE EDUCATION – PRO VERSION
•

•

•

June/July 2020 – we are making the switch to G-Suite Enterprise for Education. Enterprise is
the Pro Version of G-Suite for Education and provides us with additional tools and improved
privacy options. The data shared via Gsuite as from the new school year will be running
securely on European servers only (Ireland, Netherlands, Finland, Denmark or Belgium), in line
with the GDPR. Enterprise is paid for by the school budget.
August 2020 – all students will receive NMS accounts. These will consist of a number and the
domain @nms-berlin.de. Teachers will receive these lists and the student names in a separate
file via the school server or manually (TBD). This way all student log-ins will be 100%
pseudonymised and there will be a strict division of private and school use. The log-ins will
only be able to used for Google Education and a few apps that the school endorses (such as
Anton, Khan Academy etc). We will start in a restricted manner and can extend once the
system is up and running. All parents and 18+ students will be asked for their consent, as is
required by the GDPR. More info during the Back to School Days.
In 2021 we will also switch all current from firstname.surname@nelson-mandela-schule.net
accounts to surname@nms-berlin.de accounts – simpler and more in line with other Berlin
institutions.

IT/MEDIA DEVELOPMENT GROUP
The IT/Media Development Group, consisting of NMS parents, students and teachers, met via
Meet on June 11th and talked through plans for online and blended learning, use of Classroom
and videoconferencing, G-Suite Enterprise, the outcomes of the Online Learning Survey and
the Digitalpakt. Upcoming hardware-purchases will be based on the improvement of current
infrastructure (connectivity, projection etc) and on the use of mobile devices at home and at
school. From the Digitalpakt we will be applying for Chromebooks for staff and student use ,
to support online and blended learning.
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FINDING THE BALANCE:
SYNCHRONOUS AND ASYNCHRONOUS LEARNING
Students were asked if and how the school-related videoconferences needed to improve and
what they liked best about them. Their answers show that they require a form of blended
learning, which combines synchronous teacher-support (online or live) and a self-organised
learning environment. Students need feedback and agency.

Synchronous learning : teacher-led
Students all learn the same material at the same time at the same location
Traditional classroom, lecture or educational videoconferences
During the pandemic many teachers experienced a shift in the use of videoconferencing: from
all-class sessions focused on pastoral care to smaller groups aimed at remedial or deeper
focus learning.

Asynchronous learning : student-led

Students learn the same material at different times and different locations - also called
location Independent Learning. This was enabled by our LMS Google Classroom.
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BLENDED LEARNING (a brief outlook):

a blend of face-to-face learning in the ‘real‘ classroom & asynchronous learning in Classroom.
Blended learning provides a balance between academic workload and communication needs.
During the pandemic-related shutdown, communication and social learning had priority in
videoconferences, especially in Primary. In Secondary, videoconferences initially were used to
try and follow the original timetable. This ended up being quite overwhelming for students
and teachers. When the school re-opened, synchronous face-to-face lessons were given
priority over videoconferences. Blended learning offers the personal aspect of the class
community and the structure of a technological learning platform, where all learning content is
bundled. Assessments are increasingly formative in nature. Teacher training will have to be
provided, collegial exchange enabled.
Depending on the content and
method, the processing by the
students takes place online or
in the real classroom. The
restricted time in-class does not
have to be technology-based,
but can be focused on
explaining, discussing and
practicing new skills; online
teacing (VC) is increasingly
focused on differentiation smaller groups that sign up
using Google Forms, for
instance.

STRONGER FOCUS ON SELF-ORGANISATION
In-school is where new learning content is introduced, practiced and tested – and where learning
skills are trained. We have seen that our students need better self-organised learning skills and
therefore need support in:

o
o
o
o
o
o

Learning independently
Organising learning materials
Using learning platforms and online resources
Asking questions and listening to others
Reading and processing instructions
Critical thinking skills (including evaluating information and fact checking).
For improved teacher-collaboration and to be better prepared in case we have to go back to a
situation of forced online learning, shared Subject Classrooms have been started for all yeargroups
in June 2020. Teacher training by the IT team will be ongoing on an individual and webinar basis.
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